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Abstract 

To rnake it exactly applicable to the usual course of practical investigations of rnathernatics， 

a systern of logic is shown in connection with the ernpiricist theory of sets. Notion of implica-

tion is defined by rneans of rang巴sand is distinguished frorn that of conditional irnplication. Sorne 

treatrnents of undecidable objects are elucidated in reference to the expansion of the universe. 

1. Introduction 

A predicate may be said to be determinate if and on1y if objects which are 

admissible to it and objects which are inadmissible to it， simultaneous1y， make 

determinate sets. This view will be essentia1 for making a predicate tightly as-

sociated with the universe of its objects of application. Specially， in the theory 

of confirmationl)， it p1ays an important role. 1n this paper， we discuss logical 

prob1ems in connection with the empiricist theory of sets， and intend to construct 

a theory of， so to say， enψiricist logic. 

First， we begin with the observer's language 20 (here， Eng1ish)， by which we 

define signs and special terms to make up an object language 2 (in the generalized 

sense) together with 20・ 1nfact， the language 2 may not be a ready五xedlaト

guage， because there may not be promised any end to the de白lItionof new notions 

and new signs. Thus 2 may be said to be indeterminate， though there may be 

no real objection to its practice. 1t is historical and it is naturally varied depending 

on specifications made by the author. Since our 10gical investigations are devel-

oped by using 2， we say‘they stand on 2'. 
If inferences are， under an axiom systemαstanding on 2， made to produce 

conclusions， the class of these conclusions is called the theory T(2，α). 2 shal1 
at least contain the following signs : 

1) logical connectives: V，八， '-""(negation); &;三(definition)*本;

2) set固めeoreticalりmbols: U， パ，一(differenceof sets) ; ε， il， ヨヲ ヨ， C， 

¢， コ， "jJ， c， 二ヨラ ニラ 弓と;

3) set-theoretical concepお: 0 (void)， P (M) (power set of a set M) ; 

4) quantifiers: ヨ， V. 

These signs or symbols are well-known so that no more of expositions about 

them may be needed. When we mention 2， 2 is， of course， expected to contain 
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料 Besides these， signs今 and 時二>， later on given by Definition I. 1 and Definition I. 2 respect-

ively， shall be added as connectives 
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958 y oshio Kinokuniya 

signs and concepts occasionally defined besides the above-shown ones， within the 
limit of need. 

If a concatenation (or a chain， or a string) of some symbols and words of 2 

is read and is thought to indicate some object， some state or relation of objects， 
some relation of states (of objects)， or some state of relations， it is called an event. 

An event and a concatenation which indicate some abstract meaning to be predi-

cated to an event， are equally called expressions. 

For any event Cf， the following evaluations are expected: 

トCt('a is possible'， or 'a is ture') ; 

~トα('ais impossible'， or 'Ct is false') . 

When whether トaor ，.....，トαisnot decided， c(， is called an undecidable evenム

The following definition may， thereupon， be possible: 

Dcfini，tion. 1f cαses in whichト。ノ cannotbe thought向 vanish，αiscalled 

αpossible event. 

If it is stipulated that， for any element p of a set of events U， 

"""'P= U-{p} ， 

then U is called a range universe or simply a universe. 

If a and b are possible events and if the relation 

，.....，(トn八トb)

is satisfied，αand b are said to be mutzωlly exclusive. If any two events from 

a set of possible events (的)(2εA) are mutually exclusive， (的)is said to be an 
exclu抗 lefamily. 

Dcfini書ωn.1. 1. For a subset M of a universe U， if it is writtenω 

M=R(s)， 

M is called the (deductive) (logical) range2
) of爪印hichis defined by 

ト s(x).=.x ε M; ，.....， ト s(x).~xEM(x ε U) . 

and is called a predicate on U. 

If an expression .<; is taken as a predicate on a universe U， s may， in a sense， 
be thought as a wellてformedpredicate. However， we， in this paper， call such 

an s an analytic Jうredicαte. A compound of predicates on U is called an analytic 

event on U. If s is an analytic predicate， both of s and s (x) are called evenぉ.

Now， it will be readily be seen that: 

if R(s)*必，s is possible on U; 

if R(s) =必， s is impossible on U; 

and if R(s) is an indeterminate set， s is undecidable on U. 

At building an empiricist logic， we will五rstlyexcept non-analytic events from 
our sphere of consideration. 
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Definition 1. 2. 

On the Foundations of Empiricist Logie 

α二';>b.:==:R(α)cR(b). & .R(a)弓との;

仰と会b.:==:α二';>b.&.b二〉α.

W二';>b' renders 'a implies b' and ‘仰と今b'renders 'a is equivalent to b'. 

959 

Above-defined notions of implication and of equivalence， as they were， are to 
be called notions of empiricist imlうlicationand of e明>piricistequivalence respec-

tively， and are to be distinguished from the ones based on the definition 

α::';>b.:==.(，......，α)Vb (c) 

which is used by several symbolic logicians. However， the relation of (c) is 

essentially what has been called a conditional relation3
)， and is one of 16 bira-

tional operations given between αand b， so that it is related to an event which 

is of di旺erentlevel from the empiricist implication. So， using the sign :J， we 

apply the de五nition:

Defi判官rt'ion1. 3. 

a:Jb.三 .(，......，(A)Vb.

Then， as above-mentioned， J is a birational operator. 

To raise our investigation， the space uo which consists of primitive objects 

of level zero， must be given as a determinate set associated with the language 2. 

Besides， in order to keep connection with the theory of sets， the axiom system 

αmust contain set-theoretical axioms to be therein applied. For instance， in order 
to use the set-theoretical sign ，αmust contain the axiom 01 extension (viz. 

(vxε A) (xEB) (VγεB) (yEA) とごう.A = B). Moreover， since the set theory on 
which we are going to found our arguments is the empiricist one， the following 

stipulations shall naturally be followed: 

( i) ordinal numbers are limited within at most the 2nd class ; 

(ii) for any family of sets (1¥主)(tε1) with a simple-ordered indication 1， 
there exist sequences of indices (ん)and (μk) (ん=1，2，.一)such that 

that 

U M， = U ( u Mcl and n M， = n ( n MJ ; 
k=l cくλk k=l cくμ是

(iii) if lim F， exists， there exists a sequence of indices (tk) (k= 1，2， .一)such 

lim F， = lim F" 
k 

An expression which is regarded as a declarative statement and what is con-

sidered to be the meaning of a declarative statement， are both called ρfφositions. 

An expression which interprets an event， is sometimes called a descript白n(in the 

generalized sense). A proposition is necessarily reckoned to be (i) true， (ii) false， 

or (iii) undecidable. In case of (i) it is a theorem， and in case of (ii) it is a con-

tradiction. 
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The class of theorems which are resulted by logical inferences standing on 

2 under the guidance of an axiom systemα， is called the theory generated on 

the in_ρrence ground (2，α) and is denoted by T(仏 α).

The logic which we here intends to establish， is not a logic which has only 

tautologies as results of it， but a logic， the content of which makes a logical 

course of practical inferences in the usual geometry or in the empiricist analysis. 

Therefore， ifαis the axiom system of euclidian geometry， T(2，α) coincides with 
euclidian geometry itself. Since the recent analysis is closely related to the set 

theoryラ theanalysis may vary depending on whether it bases upon the empiricist 

ground or not. In this connection， the empiricist logic shall be a logic for the 

course of empiricist analysis. 

II. Hierarch y Branch 

When a set of events (or conditions) P = (p;.) (えεA)is given， let it be that 

p =  U({払}U {r~p，}) = U (p;). 
'E，lνEN  

Thenラ ifthere is an exclusive universe TI = (1'/，) (μεM) and if relations 

(VμεM)(ヨN1CN)(γμ=八 P:)
レE.i¥¥

and 

(Vぽ N)(ヨM1c M) (p; = V r'/，) 
μEM， 

are satistied， then U is called the P-aspect. A predicate on U may be thought 

to be of higher level by 1 than any element of U So， if Pηis a set of predi崎

cates on U，ιand Dム1 is the Pn-aspect， and if むし1 and Un are not essentially 

equivalent (i. e. they cannot essentially be the same set of objects)， then U，什 1 lS 

said to be of higher level by 1 than Un- In this case， since TIn十1 may vary 

depending on the choice of P，吋 tomean that Un↓1 is determined by Pn we say 

'the ty，ρe of Un+1 is determined (or， is given) (by p，J and write it as 

(Fnl 

Un くむし1 (II.1) 

or simply as 

u" <，机十1・

(II. 1) itself is called a branching (ザ the砂戸 ofuniverse). 

Starting from the primitive universe Uo， we may， by succession of branchings， 

obtain a sequence of universes (Un) (n = 1， 2， .一1such that 

Uo<，D;く・・・〈机く Uz.+lく・・.

Then (TInl is called a branch ofか戸 derivationor simply a branch. 

If we take an adequate P~ we may have 
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(ro) 
uoくU;.& .U3c U;. 

Therefore， the level of a predicate (or， of a universe) is not to be absolutely五xed，

but is relatively determined depending on the branching. 

If a theorem， concerned with ranges of predicate， is set-theoretically verified， 

then it is said to be a theorem (standing) on the range universe TJ of which the 

ranges are subsets. Denoting by ~k a set of theor百 nson ~，(ん= 1，丸一・)， ~n11 

may be considered as being obtained in reference to ~1 U . .. U ~rけ if ~k(ん =1 ， '..， n) 

are adequately chosen. In this connectionラ wedenote by 

Sjn = (Uo < ・・・ 〈ι，; ~lU ... U~n) 

the relative construction of ~b ..・ラ弔問 andby 

弘之ちヰl~n+l
or simply by 

わη 一→司3肘 1

the fact that仇 11 is obtained in reference to Sj"， Sjn is called a hierarchy of 

order n. 

In most case of usual lectures or text books (of geometry， algebra， di旺erentiaI

calculus etc.)， the order of hierarchy seems to halt within 4 or so. It may be 

said that， what makes the content of a theory rich is not the highness of the 

order of hierarchy， but perhaps is the variousness of possible branchings. As 

a matter of fact， to prove a theorem (say， T) will necessarily need a special device 

of hierarchy. So， if T E ~n 十 1 and if T is obtained on the way to produce争匁 '.1

by adding ~匁十 1 to 争， we denote this addition by 

(払， ~n ト 1)

and call it the Jうrocessstage for the proof of T. 
Some theorems might need the process of mathematical induction for their 

proof. In such cases， inductive ranges which were introduced in the previous 
paper4

) (by the present author)， should be used instead of deductive ones; how-

ever， in this paper， we will not touch on their details. In the empiricist analysis， 

a method called ‘trans -induction叫) is used inst回 dof the method of trans五nite

induction; however， we will not touch on it here. 

III. Comparison 

In order to observe the content of T(足， α)depending on the choice of an 

axiom systemα， standing on the五xedobject language 2ラ wewill simply write 

T(α) instead of T(2，α). If it is veri五edthat some contradiction must occur in 

T(α)， then T(α) orαis said to be really inconsistent. If the set of propositions 

which are put to the proof in reference to T(α) is an in白lIteset， the total aspect 
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of T(α) cannot be obtained; so then， whether it is really inconsistent or consistent 

may not be ascertained. However， if we assume that T(α) is not really incon圃

.sistent， then it will be the same as to assume that T(α) is consistent. 

α1 and α2 being two axiom systems standing on 2， if a proposition Q standing 

on 2 is true in T(α1) and false in T(α2)， and ifポ ニ αlnα2弓と必， then we say 'Q 

is undecid，αble underα炉Ifsuch a Q really exists， then it is evident that 

T(αlUα2) is really inconsistent. 

Ifaxiom systemsαb . ..， an are exposed for the purpose of performing the 

comparison of T(α1)，…， Thよ(α!)…， αn}is called a comparison. If T(αlU…UαJ 

is consistent， {αh…， αη} is said to be conψatible. The set ofaxioms 

αネ=守 αln...nαn

Is called the kernel of the comparison {αb ...， an}. If there are axiom systemsα+ 
and αsuch that 

α*c二α十 nαandαI Ua_ cαlU...Uαn 

and if there exists a proposition Q which is evaluated to be true in T(α，) and 

false in T(α_)， then Q is said to be undeci・dαbleon {αh ・・1αふ In such a case， 

T(αlU…Uαn) is， of course， really inconsistent. 

Theoγ併比 UI.1. When a!)α2 andα3 are axiom systems standing on the 

same object language 2， though {αhα2} and {αbα3} are both com，ραtible， {αhα3} 

is not necessarily comJうαtible.

D仰附付ノstl'・ation. (0) 1モU;(1) a，bεU.二?α+bEU(c=α+b.三.a=c-b); 

(2) aEU .&. mα=nα:今.m=n; (3)α，bεU.二? a-bE U; (4)α，bEU.二?αbEU

(c=ab .三. α=c/b); (5) α，bEU.二?α/bE U; (6) a-b=cb c2 ・二?c] =C2; (7) α/b= 

c!) C2 ・二? c1 =c2・ Then， if we posit as a1 = {(O)パ1)，(2)， (3)， (6)}， α2 = {(O)， (1)， (2)， (6)} 

and ふ={(O)， (4)パ5)，(7)}， T(α1) may stand on the set of rational integr叫 numbers，

T(α2) on the set of positive integral numbers， T(α3) on the set of positive rational 
numbers， T(αlUα2) on the set of rational integral numbers， and T(α2U向)on the 

.set of positive rational numbers. However， T(αlUα3) is found to be really incon-

sistent， because it needs the (total) set of (positive and negative) rational numbers， 

whereas % cannot guarantee the consistence of (7). 

The above-noticed object % is， essentially， very important. In our usual 

analysis， % is not treated as an undecidable object， but is interpreted as an inι 

nitely rami五catedobject， so that it is excepted as an object of indefinite form and 

is not thought to be related to an inconsistency of the theory. However， such 

a treatment is， in the end， only a subsidiary interpretation and is not an essential 

one directly derivable from the axiom system. 

IV. Some Treatments of Undecidable Objects 

p being a predicate promised its range R(p) in a certain universe U， if 

R(p)= 0， p must， in fact， an impossible event which has no chance at all ωbe 
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realized on 1_λ If R(p) is meaningless or R(p) =必，p is a predicate which 

cannot be realized in the course of observation. However， in case of R(p) =必，
if we hypothetically take up a set R(p) to be assumed as if R(p)手必， then， by 
this assumptionヲ wemay only be imposed an extension of the family of sets in 

accord with the theory for which we are trying. In this connectionフ theset 

R(p) which shall be added to the family of sets， will then turn out to be treated 

as an undecidable object for the course of observation. Thus， we may have the 

following two behaviors to be possible: 

(i) we rejεct R(p) as an impossible image; 

(ii) we admit the hypothetical set R (p) to be added to cause an extension 

of the family of sets. 

In case of (i)ラ R(p) is delited out as an exceptible noise for our investigation， 

whereas， in case of (ii)， the addition of R(p) must accompany some additional 

axioms through which the extended space shall be well-reconstructed and hence 

the extended axiom system shall be found to be compatible. The veri五cationof 

the compatibility of the extended system， if on an in五niteuniverse， might not be 

possible without any speci五ccondition. Inc ase of gaussian plane (of complex 

numbers)ヲ itwas simply introduced only through some elucidation of the amplitude 

of a complex number; but， in fact， it had to be passed to Riemann's renovation 

on the construction. Indeed， the most important thing was the illustrative speci-

fication of the notion of the amplitude of a complex number， but that alone could 
not make a completion， because any prolongative succession of mappings around 

a singular point of a function necessarily needed Riemann's reconstructive speci-

五cationof the plane (of complex numbers). 

In analizing R (p)， traci昭 backto the original universe of primitive objects， 

if all the intermediate processes are proceeded within a finite number of stages of 

五nitarystate， no undecidability can occur， because all the observations must then 

stay within e妊ectivecomputations. When all the processes， above-mentioned， of 
tracing back to the orignal universe make only effective computations， R(p) is 
said to be an ~酔ctive range. Then， on the undecidability in case of (ii)， the 
following fact may be stated as a mark of inspection: 

'l'hcm.e1n IV.1. 1f R(p)手必 ωldR(p) is仰 decidable，R(p) cannot be仰

ぐ砕ctiverange. 

l'l1athematical Seminω-of the "Huroran lnst， Tech.， Hokkωdo 

(Receivecl Apr. 18， 1969) 
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